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New Functionality Added to CCLP 

 

 

 

The following new functionality has been added to the Campus CLP. 

 

I. Multiple Instructors 

II. Taught In Conjunction 

III. Enrollment Values 

IV. Validity Check – Day and Time 

 

Please see each of these sections in the pages that follow for a detailed explanation of the new 

functionality.
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I. Multiple instructors can be added to a secondary section.  

 

You can now add multiple instructors to a secondary section. 

 

 
 

1).Open the secondary 

section popup. In the 

instructors area on a blank 

row, click on the arrow of 

the CruzID field.  

 

2).Select an instructor 

from the list. 

 

3).Click on the Instr Type 

field and select the Instr 

Type (TA, PI, or CA). 
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II. Taught In Conjunction Field (Cat Dev and Sched Dev) 

 

On a Cat Dev record you can now indicate if a Cat Dev record is ‘taught in conjunction’ with another 

course. Taught In Conjunction courses: 

 are not cross-listed courses  

 are usually courses that are taught at two different levels (example:  undergrad/graduate or 

lower division/upper division)  

 are scheduled at the same day, time, and room  

 will usually, but not always have the same instructor 

The Enrollment tabbed area has a Taught In Conjunction field, which when filled in, automatically checks 

the Taught In Conjunction checkbox (users cannot check the checkbox to set the value).  

 

 

Sched Dev records based on a Cat Dev record that has the Taught In Conjunction field checked, will be 

reflected on the Sched Dev Enrollment tabbed area and on the Sched Dev header area as shown on the 

following page. 

 

The addition of the Taught In Conjunction field will enable you to locate those courses that will need to 

include the ‘taught in conjunction’ verbiage in the Schedule Comments field in Sched Dev. 

To indicate that a Cat Dev 

record is taught in 

conjunction, click on the 

Taught In Conjunction field, 

then type the subject and 

course number for each 

course number that is taught 

in conjunction. Perform the 

same operation on the other 

course. 

 

In the example to the left, 

ENVS 091F is taught in 

conjunction with ENVS 191F. 

The Cat Dev record for ENVS 

191F should be marked as 

taught in conjunction with 

ENVS 091F. 
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**Note: This ‘find’ will return those Sched Dev records based on a Cat Dev record where the  

Taught In Conj checkbox is checked. There may be additional Sched Dev records where the Schedule 

Comments field indicates that the class is ‘taught in conjunction’ but the Cat Dev record does not. 

In the example to the left, 

the Sched Dev record for 

ENVS 091F indicates that 

it is ‘taught in conjunction’ 

with ENVS 191F. 

 

 

To find those Sched Dev 

records where the Cat Dev 

record indicates that the 

course is taught in 

conjunction: 

 

1). You should be on the 

Sched Dev layout. 

 

2). Click the Find Course 

button. 

 

3). In the header area (to 

the left of the Find Course 

button), check the  

Taught In Conj checkbox, 

then press Return. 

 

 

 

In Sched Dev, if the course 

is ‘taught in conjunction’ 

with another course, you 

will need to also indicate 

in the Schedule Comments 

field on the Scheduling 

tabbed that the course is 

‘taught in conjunction’. 

This is to make sure it 

appears in the Schedule of 

Classes. 
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If this course is ‘taught in conjunction’ with another course, you will need to also indicate, in the  

Schedule Comments field on the Scheduling tabbed area, that the course is ‘taught in conjunction’. This 

is to make sure it appears in the Schedule of Classes. The Sched Dev example below shows, on the 

Scheduling tabbed area, that the Schedule Comments field also indicates that the class is taught in 

conjunction (in this case with ENVS 191F). 
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III: Enrollment values are now required: 

 

Enrollment values are now required in the Proj Enrl and AIS Init Enrl fields. If you have left one or more 

enrollment fields blank, you will now see a warning. 

 

On the Enrollment tabbed area: 

 
 

On the Secondary Section popup: 

 
 

On the Secondary 

Section popup, you will 

see the following 

warnings if the Proj Enrl 

or AIS Init Enrl fields 

have blank values. 

On the Enrollment 

tabbed area, you will 

see the following 

warnings if the Proj Enrl 

or AIS Init Enrl fields 

have blank values. 
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On the Scheduling tabbed area:  

 
 

When you click the Send One-Off to AIS button, if there are any enrollment warnings on the Sched Dev 

record, you will receive a warning dialog. You will need to correct the data error indicated and then you 

can click Send One-Off to AIS to proceed. 

 

Enrollment Data Error Warning: 

 
 

The corrective action is to go to the Scheduling tabbed area. If you see the following dialog, the error is 

on a secondary section. 

 

 
 

Otherwise the error will be on the Enrollment tabbed area. When you have corrected the data error, 

click the Send One-Off to AIS to proceed. 

 

On the Scheduling tabbed 

area, you will see the 

following warnings if the 

Proj Enrl or AIS Init Enrl 

fields have blank values on 

one or more secondary 

sections. 
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IV: Validity checking on Day and Time data: 

 

We have added validity checking on day and time data. 

 

Day values should contain a single letter per day of the week, or in the case of Thursday, Saturday, or 

Sunday use the following TH, S, or SU (TBA and TBD are fine to use). Day values that do not meet the 

validity checking will generate a warning (for example, a day abbreviation that is three or more 

characters or fully spelled out days such as MON, TUE, WED or Monday, Tuesday). Day patterns with 

multiple days are fine (e.g. MTWTHF, MWF, TTH, etc.)  

 

 
Time values must contain a semicolon, and an AM or PM. Time values have a maximum length of eight 

characters. If you have a start time, you must have an end time.  If you have an error with one or more 

time values, you will see the warning. ‘Incorrect Day or Time’.  
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When you click the Send One-Off to AIS button, you will receive a warning dialog if the Sched Dev record 

has any day or time warnings. You will need to correct the data error indicated and then you can click 

Send One-Off to AIS to proceed. 

 

Incorrect Day Value Warning:  

 
 

Incorrect Time Value Warning: 

 
 

The corrective action is to go to the Scheduling tabbed area.  If the error is by the primary section day 

and times, then there is an error on one or more meeting days or times. If the error is above the 

secondary section meeting times, the error is with the day or time values of one or more secondary 

sections. 

 

When you have corrected the data error, click the Send One-Off to AIS to proceed. If you have questions 

about how to correct a data error, please contact your Divisional Curriculum Analyst. 

 


